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orecasting. All businesses do it using various information and methods, some of which may
be unusual and passed down from generation to generation in family owned businesses. In the
end, we know what metrics to use and what methods produce the most predictable outcomes.
Forecasting for 2021 in the fall of 2020 was confusing and frustrating as few of us in the construction
industry could not reflect on past experiences for guidance on how to forecast during a pandemic.
Conservative budgeting exercises produced unfavorable results, but such philosophies allowed one
to prepare for worse case scenarios.
My 2021 membership renewal forecast was wrong. During the budgeting process in the fall there
was great uncertainty as to what the 2021 membership retention would be. While we had data and historic experience to
reflect upon, and benchmarking observations, the true measure would not be revealed until the February 2021 Syracuse
Builders Exchange (“SBE”) Board of Directors meeting.
I would be remiss if I did not recognize the highly competitive market our members are dealing with today as bidders lists
are longer than ever, bid results extremely close, margins remain razor thin and material costs skyrocketing. Through it all,
the construction industry and our loyal member firms maintained confidence in the SBE, exemplified by a stronger than
expected membership renewal. SBE’s basic membership retention percentage was on par with our 2020 membership
renewal, while Syrabex’s e-plan room renewals exceeded our retention percentage from 2020.
One 2021 forecast discussed in the fall of 2020 was that projects out for bid across upstate New York would be down
approximately 20% compared to the year before. Although a few months’ worth of data does not illustrate a trend, nor will it
define a year end result, projects out for bid (year to date compared to 2020) are down 15.9%.
Last year people asked me my thoughts on the future for the upstate New York construction industry. While my bias
towards the resiliency of our contractors is obvious, my prediction then still holds true today. Unfortunately, it will take a
significant infusion of money from one or more levels of government (our politicians call it stimulus) which will lead to
investments in the public infrastructure of upstate New York. Roads, bridges, wastewater treatment plants, schools, medical
facilities, higher education, and other important initiatives. Thereafter, architects and engineers will need to hire at least at
the levels observed in January 2020. Even then, the industry will not see those results until 6-18 months into the future.
Keep the faith as there is light at the end of the tunnel and better days are ahead.

Yours Truly,

Earl R. Hall,
Executive Director
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roof in New York City. Other recognizable landmarks
using these living mats are Binghamton City Hall, the
Empire State Building and Duke University Medical
Facility. Eventually, Parker said he plans to retire from
J&B and devote himself full time to Chatfield Farms, but
that’s still at least two to three years away. Right now,
he’s fully invested in J&B.
“I’m really happy about our reputation as roofing
contractors,” he said. “I’m proud of my team. They really
work hard to get to a common goal and they do a very,
very good job.”
Parker marveled at how far the company has come
since the day he sat down at his kitchen table to sketch
out the plan for his company.
“I cannot believe this is our company,” he said. “Our
employees are here for a long, long time. We have
people that have been here for over 30 years and we
count multiple generations among our crews. Our CFO,
Lynn Proulx, has been with me for 33 years. There are
several other employees that can say the same. We

www.syrabex.com

have had very little turnover… I am proud of that fact and
when I see my employees living in nice homes,
supporting their families that now, in some instances
include grandkids, I feel like we’ve all grown up together.
We’ve helped support a lot of families, and it’s nice to see
that.”
The business is transforming to the younger generation.
Chris Bacon, Parker’s nephew, will be taking over as
majority owner in the near future with Brian Anderson,
Anderson’s son, taking over his interest. This will happen
over the next few years but both have been with the
company for 20 and 15 years respectfully. “No one knows
what the future holds, but one thing’s for sure—J&B will
continue to provide the best quality and workmanship for
years to come,” Parker says. “I have loved coming to
work every day even after 40 years.”
For more information on J&B Installations, visit them
online at www.jbinstallations.com or call 315.685.8993.
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100 employees)
- only
• employers
For large (over
employers
(over 100 employees)
- only
all quarters.
The
maximum
amount
of
the
credit
for all quarters. The maximum amount ofisthe credit is
wages
and
health
care
costs
paid
to
employees
not
wages
and
health
care
costs
paid
to
employees
not
000 per employee.
$5,000 per employee.
performing performing
services during
the during
eligiblethe
quarters
services
eligibleare
quarters are
eligible. Large
employers
only receiveonly
thereceive
credit for
eligible.
Large employers
the credit for
21: The 2021:
credit The
is equal
of to
qualified
creditto is70%
equal
70% ofwages.
qualified wages.
paying
employees
not
to
work.
paying
employees
not
to
work.
alified Qualified
wages cannot
wages exceed
cannot $10,000
exceed per
$10,000 per
ployee, per quarter, for the first two quarters of
employee, per quarter, for the first two quarters• of For small
(under 100 (under
employees)
- all
• employers
For small employers
100 employees)
- all
21. The maximum amount of the credit is $7,000
2021. The maximum amount of the credit is $7,000
wages
and
health
care
costs
paid
during
the
eligible
wages
and
health
care
costs
paid
during
the
eligible
quarter, which equates to a total available credit of
per quarter, which equates to a total available creditquarters
of
are
qualified
even
if theeven
employee
quarters
arewages
qualified
wages
if the employee
4,000 per employee.
continued tocontinued
perform services.
$14,000 per employee.
to perform services.

gibility Requirements
Eligibility Requirements

2021: The rules
same
except
for the
2021: are
Thethe
rules
are as
the2020
same
as 2020
except for the
definition
of
a
small
employer
increased
from
100
to
500
definition
of
a
small
employer
increased
from
100 to 500
20: An eligible employer is a trade or business that
employees.
employees.
2020:
An
eligible
employer
is
a
trade
or
business
that
s in operation during 2020 and experienced either:
was in operation during 2020 and experienced either:

PPP Loan
Interplay
PPP
Loan Interplay
Full or partial suspension of operation of business as
•
Full
or
partial
suspension
of
operation
of
business
as
esult of government order limiting commerce, travel,
now take
the ERC of
even
Employers
canadvantage
now take of
advantage
the ERC even
a result of
government
order
limiting commerce,
travel,Employers can
d group meetings
due
to COVID-19
restrictions;
OR
if they took ifa they
PPP took
loan atoPPP
cover
payroll
costs.
However,
loan
to cover
payroll
costs. However,
and group meetings due to COVID-19 restrictions; OR
the ERC and
loan cannot
be used
the forgivable
ERC and PPP
forgivable
PPP loan
cannottobe used to
Significant decline in gross receipts, which is a period
cover the same
payroll
costs.
This
is
going
to
•
Significant
decline
in
gross
receipts,
which
is
a
period
cover the same payroll costs. This iscreate
going to create
t begins at the start of the calendar quarter in which
some
complicated
calculations,calculations,
especially for
those for those
that
begins
at
the
start
of
the
calendar
quarter
in
which
some
complicated
especially
employer’s gross receipts are less than 50% of its
who already
and received
the inemployer’s
lessperiod
than 50% ofemployers
its
employers
whoapplied
alreadyforapplied
for and received
ss receipts
the same gross
quarterreceipts
of 2019.areThe
forgiveness
of
the
PPP.
A
determination
needs to beneeds to be
gross
receipts
in
the
same
quarter
of
2019.
The
period
forgiveness
of
the
PPP.
A
determination
significant decline ends following the quarter in which
made on anmade
employee-by-employee
basis to determine
of significant decline ends following the quarter in which
on an employee-by-employee
basis to determine
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how much of
themuch
wages,
including
health
care health
costs, care
are costs, are
3. Request an Advance Payment of the Credit – If an
how
of the
wages,
including
eligible for ERC
andforhow
much
forgiven
under
the under employer
eligible
ERC
and were
how much
were
forgiven
the
Request
an Advance
Payment
the Credit – I
is3.eligible
for a credit
that exceeds
the of
amount
PPP loan PPP
program.
IRS NoticeIRS
2021-20
loan program.
Noticeprovides
2021-20 provides
is eligible
for a portion
credit that
exceeds
of required employer
deposits, the
refundable
of the
credit the amo
guidance and
examples
how to of
determine
guidance
and of
examples
how to payroll
determine payroll
of required
deposits,
thethe
refundable
portion
can be claimed
in advance
of filing
payroll tax
returnof the cr
costs forgiven
the under
PPP program
situations
costsunder
forgiven
the PPPinprogram
in situations
be claimed in advance of filing the payroll tax re
using Form can
7200.
where the applications
for forgiveness
was alreadywas
filed.
where the applications
for forgiveness
already filed.
using Form 7200.

ClaimingClaiming
the Credit
the Credit

Next Steps
Next Steps

Your next steps may require the assistance of an
Due to the retroactive
of the
changes
forchanges
2020, for 2020,
Due to the nature
retroactive
nature
of the
Your next steps
may require
the assistance
of
accounting professional.
First, determine
whether
there
refund claims
are necessary.
Although there
are options
refund
claims are necessary.
Although
there are options
accounting
professional.
First,
determine
whether
th
is a qualifying quarter in 2020 or 2021 based on a
to increase to
cash
flow forcash
those
employers
qualify for
increase
flow
for those that
employers
that qualify for
is down.
a qualifying
quarter
in 2020
2021
required shut
Second,
determine
if youorhave
anybased o
the credit inthe
2021.
are three
in which
thein which the
creditThere
in 2021.
Thereways
are three
ways
required
shut
down.
Second,
determine
if
you have
quarters that meet the significant decline in gross
credit can be
claimed:
credit
can be claimed:
quarters that meet the significant decline in gr
receipts tests. Third, calculate your qualified wages. And
receipts tests. Third, calculate your qualified wages.
file your refund claim to get the money!
1. File an1.Amended
941 –Form
The IRS
allow
allwill allowfinally,
File anForm
Amended
941will
– The
IRS
all
finally, file your refund claim to get the money!
quarters of quarters
2020 to of
be2020
included
the fourth
to bein included
in quarter
the fourth quarter
Nicholas L. Shires, CPA, is the partner-in-charge of tax
payroll tax payroll
returns tax
for returns
any credit
for previously
any credit disallowed
previously disallowed
Nicholas L. Shires, CPA, is the partner-in-charge of
services
at services
Dannibleat
& Dannible
McKee, LLP,
a public
accounting
due to the PPP
filingversus
three amended
due loan
to theversus
PPP loan
filing threepayroll
amended payroll
& McKee,
LLP,
a public accoun
firm
with
offices
in
Syracuse,
Binghamton
and
Albany.and Alba
returns.
returns.
firm with offices in Syracuse, Binghamton
The firm The
has specialized
in providing
audit, tax, au
firm has specialized
in tax,
providing
accounting
and
advisory
services
since
its
inception
2. Reduce
Payroll
Tax
Deposits
–
Employers
can
2. Reduce Payroll Tax Deposits – Employers can
accounting and advisory services since itsininceptio
1978. For1978.
more information
on this topic,
you topic,
may you m
reduce the reduce
amount the
of Federal
tax depositstax deposits
amount employment
of Federal employment
For more information
on this
by the amount
of credit
determined
based on qualified
contact them
at
(315)
472-9127
or
visit
online
at online
by the
amount
of credit determined
based on qualified
contact them at (315) 472-9127 or visit
wages paid.wages paid.
www.dmcpas.com.
www.dmcpas.com.
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Camden Group Conquers the Difficult Projects
Tami Scott

s the sole shareholder
of Camden of
Group,
Ken Group, Ken
s the sole shareholder
Camden
National National
Scherrieble’sScherrieble’s
company has
earned
itself
a
company has earned
itself a Recognition
Recognition
tigious place
in the world
services
prestigious
place of
in environmental
the world of environmental
services
infrastructure
restoration. restoration.
Established Established
in 2011,
and infrastructure
in 2011,
Just
last year, Camden
Just last year,
Camden
nts have come
to
know
it
as
the
solution
to
their
most to their most
clients have come to know it as the solution
Groupnational
earned national
Group
earned
ng problems.
halting problems.
recognition
recognition for its role infor
a its role in a
pipeline
progressive progressive
pipeline
Camden Group
specializes
water and inwastewater
Camden
Groupinspecializes
water and wastewater
project
with
the
Public
project
with
the
Public
ations; grouting and waterproofing; and
infrastructure
operations;
grouting
and
restoration, including
manhole
Service
& Gas
Service
Electric
& Electric
Gas
waterproofing;
and
rehabilitation infrastructure
and concrete restoration,
Company
in the
Company (PSE&G)
in (PSE&G)
the
rehabilitation and
coatings.
Its
Metro
NY/NJ
area.
It
Metro NY/NJ area. It
including manhole rehabilitation
northeast and mid-Atlantic client
involved establishing
a
and concrete rehabilitation
involved establishing
a
base
is
comprised
of
cured-in-place
lining
and coatings. Its northeast
cured-in-place
lining
municipalities, utility companies,
Camden gas
Group works on
mid-Atlantic
is of a 573
(CIPL)
a 573 lf,
42-inch,
(CIPL)
lf, of
42-inch,
high
pressure cast-iron
and public and
sectors
in theclient base
piping
main leakinghigh
under pressure
the Gardencast-iron
State Parkway at Central for PSE&G
northeast andcomprised
mid-Atlantic.of municipalities,
utility companies, and public
Avenue Bridge
Eastleaking
Orange,
NewtheJersey.
gas in
main
under
GardenSeveral
State Parkway at
sectors
in
the
northeast
and
“Over the years we have
challenging obstacles
had to Bridge
be overcome
completeNew Jersey.
Central Avenue
in Eastto Orange,
mid-Atlantic.
become known
as the firm
the project, one
of which
was water
infiltratinghad
the to
deeply
Several
challenging
obstacles
be overcome to
you call when others have
buried gas lines.
Scherrieble
said they
had
to find
a way
complete
the project,
one of
which
was
water infiltrating
the years we have
tried and failed,”“Over
Scherrieble
to stop the water
before
a
liner
could
be
put
in
place.
the deeply buried gas lines. Scherrieble said they had
said.
“Webecome
haveknown
an as the firm
to find a way to stop the water before a liner could be
call whenof others have
exceptional you corp
“We created
a means
by which to drill through and then
Ken Scherrieble,
put
in place.
tried and failed,” Scherrieble
Owner and CEOexperienced craftsmen with
grout the pipe so that the grout surrounded the pipe from
“We of have
an
well over said.
200 years
the outside to stop the infiltration of water,” he said, and
exceptional
corp
of
experienced
craftsmen
with
well
over
“We created a means by which to drill through and then
erience in water infiltration. We have been on many
due to the complex pipe configuration, Scherrieble’s crew
200
years
of
experience
in
water
infiltration.
We
have
ects where the client or engineer has said there is no
grout the pipe so that the grout surrounded the pipe from
on job,
many
projects
clientthey
or engineerhad
has to travel inside the pipe on a skateboard-type
we couldbeen
do the
only
to hearwhere
them the
exclaim
stop the
infiltration
of water,”
conveyance,the
onoutside
their to
backs,
down
300 feet
at ahe said, and
said there
is noitway
we did
could
theit job,
ld have never
believed
if they
notdo
see
with only to hear
due
to
the
complex
pipe
configuration,
Scherrieble’s
crew
45-degree angle, then straight, and then another 300 feet
them exclaim they would have never believed it if they
own eyes.”
had
to
travel
inside
the
pipe
on
a
skateboard-type
down, before they could begin their “patchwork.”
did not see it with their own eyes.”
conveyance, on their backs, down 300 feet at a
ese jobs have included manhole restoration projects
45-degree
angle, then
then
another 300 feet
According to
project officials,
CIPLstraight,
was theand
only
option,
jobsarea
haveand
included
manhole
restoration
projects
he MetroThese
NY/NJ
in the
suburbs
of
down, before they could begin their “patchwork.”
yet lining a very large 42-inch cast-iron pipe had never
the water
Metro
NY/NJ inarea
and in the
adelphia in
where
is pouring
and engineers
are suburbs of
Camden Group played a critical role in
Philadelphia
water
pouring
and engineersbefore
are been done.
vinced nothing
can where
be done
to isfix
them.inWhen
According to project officials, CIPL was the only option,
the
project’s
successful
outcome.
convinced
nothing
canit be
done
tomake
fix them. When
mden Group
comes in,
they turn
around
and
yet lining a very large 42-inch cast-iron pipe had never
Camden
Group comes
in, they
turn Mall
it around
ork. When
the aquarium
at the
Dream
of and make
before been done. Camden Group played a critical role in
it
work.
When
the
aquarium
at
the
Dream
Mall This
of PSE&G project was named the 2020 Trenchless
erica in East Rutherford, NJ was leaking and nobody
project’s
successful
outcome.
Technology the
Project
of the
Year runner
up and was
in East
NJ was
leaking
d stop it,America
they called
on Rutherford,
Camden Group.
The
team and nobody
showcased at the National No Dig Show. It was also set
t to stop.could stop it, they called on Camden Group. The team
This
PSE&G but
project
was named
the 2020
to be highlighted
in Denver
the pandemic
pushed
it to Trenchless
got it to stop.
Technology
Project of the Year runner up and was
a virtual show
like many others.
hose are the fun things that we get into when other
showcased
at
the National No Dig Show. It was also set
ple just can’t
solve
said.
“Pretty
“Those
arethe
theproblem,”
fun thingshe
that
we get
into when other
to be highlighted
but the pandemic
pushed it to
“We were proud
to be a partinofDenver
it,” Scherrieble
said.
h anything
that’sjust
gotcan’t
to dosolve
with the
water
moving, he
wesaid. “Pretty
people
problem,”
a
virtual
show
like
many
others.
figure it out
—
[we
can]
stop
it
or
move
it
in
another
much anything that’s got to do with water moving, we
ction.” can figure it out — [we can] stop it or move it in another
“We were proud to be a part of it,” Scherrieble said.
direction.”
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Holistic Approach
Holistic Approach

addition welcomed
a 26-year a veteran
the
addition welcomed
26-year to veteran
to
grew the
employee
waterproofingwaterproofing
division, and division,
grew theand
employee
base
from base
Unique to other companies, Camden Group began as
thisenjoyed
new and
enjoyed gro
three
Due toto 13.
thisDue
newtoand
growth,
Unique to other companies, Camden Group began
as to 13.three
a water and wastewater operations firm and over the
Scherrieble
is
on
the
lookout
for
more
space
is on the lookout for more space in the New in the
a water and wastewater operations firm and overScherrieble
the
years was involved as a client for the infrastructure
area,about
specifically,
about two
thousand
Jersey area, Jersey
specifically,
two thousand
square
feet square
years was involved as a client for the infrastructure
restoration services that it now provides.
for
both
an
office
for
staff
and
a
warehouse
for
both
an
office
for
staff
and
a
warehouse
to
restoration services that it now provides.
accommodate
vehicles
and
product
they
utilize.
accommodate vehicles and product they utilize.
“That experience allowed us to see the good and the
“That experience allowed us to see the good and the
bad and since our focus as operators is assuring clean
A family-oriented
company,
Camden
Group ha
A family-oriented
company, Camden
Group
has 38
bad and since our focus as operators is assuring clean
water, we used that experience and determined that we
full-time
employees.
The
number
climbs
to abou
full-time
employees.
The
number
climbs
to
about
50
water, we used that experience and determined that we
could perform the services we were contracting better (in
during
the peak
summer
season. takes
Scherrieble
during
summer
season.
Scherrieble
pride takes p
could perform the services we were contracting better
(in the peak
our mind),” Scherrieble said. “We take a more holistic
in providing
large
company
with small com
in providing large
company
expertise
withexpertise
small company
our mind),” Scherrieble said. “We take a more holistic
approach to the contracting side since we were, and in
Each year,
andgather
their spouses
ga
approach to the contracting side since we were, and
in Each values.
values.
year, employees
andemployees
their spouses
for
many cases still are, the client of these construction
many cases still are, the client of these construction
forparty
a large
holiday
party
(minus
2020) where
a large holiday
(minus
2020)
where
Scherrieble
gives Scherr
services. This gives us a different perspective and allows
services. This gives us a different perspective and allows
gives everybody
a chance
to meet
and
get to know
everybody
a
chance
to
meet
and
get
to
know
each
other.
us to work with clients showing them how to meet their
us to work with clients showing them how to meet their
other.
I&I, water intrusion, coatings, or soil stabilization goals.”
I&I, water intrusion, coatings, or soil stabilization goals.”
“The company is stretched over such a distance that
“Thethink
company
stretched
a distance
sometimes
people
they’reisjust
a core over
groupsuch
of four
Large company expertise, small
Large company expertise, small to six, they don’t
sometimes
people
think
just that
a core
realize that
there
arethey’re
38 people
aregroup of
companycompany
values values
six, they don’t he
realize
thatadding
there are
people tha
part of the toorganization,”
said,
he38was
of the bring
organization,”
he said,
adding he
disappointedpart
he couldn’t
his team together
as often
Camden Group is based in Camden, NY, which is part
Camden Group is based in Camden, NY, which is as
parthe had planned
disappointed
he couldn’t
bring
his COVID-19
team together as o
last
year
due
to
the
new
of Central New York in Oneida County. Here they have a
of Central New York in Oneida County. Here they have
a
he had
planned
last yearthe
due
to theback
new COVI
protocols.
Heaslooks
forward
to bringing
family
9,000 square
foot square
warehouse
for the infrastructure
9,000
foot warehouse
for the infrastructure
protocols. He looks forward to bringing the family
together again.
restoration division
and division
a separate
square2,000
foot square foot
restoration
and 2,000
a separate
together again.
office which office
serveswhich
as the
company
headquarters.
In
Company Philosophy
serves
as the
company headquarters.
In
2019, the company
opened
a
second
location
in
Butler,
2019, the company opened a second location in Butler,The Camden Group Company
Philosophy
company philosophy,
which
New Jersey,New
located
in the
Metroin NY/NJ
area.NY/NJ
That area. That
Jersey,
located
the Metro
Scherrieble attributes to his German upbringing, stands
location specializes
chemical soil
grouting, out
soilfront and center
location specializes
in chemicalin grouting,
The inCamden
company
philosophy,
w
the workGroup
they do
every day,
no
waterproofing,
and
concrete
The how big
stabilization, stabilization,
waterproofing,
and concrete
repair.
The repair. matter
Scherrieble
or small isattributes
the job. to his German upbringing, st
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out front and cen
“No. 1, if you’re not
the work they
gonna do it right,
everydon’t
day, no m
do it at all. No.how
2, ifbig
youor small i
are going to do
it, do it
job.
right and don’t do it a
second time,” he
said,
“No.
1, if you’re
noting his grandfather
gonna do it right,
do it at all. No.
was
first-generation
you itare
German. “Sums
up.going to
doisit right
Our philosophy
very and don
it a second time
much that philosophy.”
said,
noting
grandfather
Scherrieble’s father,
i r s town
-generat
Otto, owned fhis
German.
machining company
for “Sums i
Our
philosophy
which Scherrieble did
some work.very
In amuch
philosophy.”
humorous yet accurate
account of his family’s
Scherrieble’s fa
work ethic, he told of an
Otto, owned his
encounter he had with
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don’t think you understand me. Out of 100 pieces, how
many pieces do you measure to make sure they meet the
QA/QC?’ ‘One hundred percent!’ ‘Nooo, you don’t
understand me. I don’t mean what measurements you
take. I mean how many of the pieces do you take? So, if
you made 100 pieces, how many of those pieces do you
measure?’ And I said, ‘100 percent!’ And he looked at me,
and my father was standing in the doorway, and my father
says, ‘Did you see the name on the sign when you came
in? OttoTech. My name is Otto. Every single piece that
leaves this facility is measured.’ And the NRC inspector
turns around and he says to me, ‘Okay, 100 percent!’”
“That’s the way I was brought up,” Scherrieble said.
“You do it right. You do it right the first time.”

Camden Group and SEPTA project

an inspector from the National Regulatory Commission
(NRC) while touring his father’s facility. It takes place in
the QA/QC room:
“[The inspector] says to me, ‘What’s your sample size
for your QA/QC program?’ And I said, ‘100 percent.’ ‘I

Ken Scherrieble has been in the water and wastewater
treatment and infrastructure business since 1991. He is a
Certified 4A NYS wastewater treatment plant operator
and a member of various organizations including NACE
(now known as AMPP) WEF, NYWEA, NYSRWA and
AWWA.
To learn more about Camden
https://camdengroupusa.com/.

Group,

visit

Your Source for Steel, Stainless, Aluminum & More
Structural
Shapes & Bars

Sheet & Plate
Products

Concrete Reinforcing
Products

Drainage
Products

Piles
Decks & Grates

Additional Building
Materials

Tube
& Piping

Snow Plow & Heavy
Equipment Wear Parts

P.O. Box 539, 8085 State Hwy 12, Sherburne, NY 13460

www.SteelSalesInc.com
WBE / DBE Certified

Custom Fabrication
Vacuum
Truck Parts

Bucket Liners
/Rebuilds

Grizzly Grates

Asphalt Silo

Crusher Plates

Liner Plates

800-238-7833 or 607-674-6363 - Fax: 607-674-9706
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Advocating for the Construction Industry

Earl R. Hall, Executive Director, SYRACUSE BUILDERS EXCHANGE

Return on investment (ROI). How many times have
you asked yourself what is the ROI on various items?
Kitchen
renovation,
professional
Association
membership, club membership, bathroom renovation,
etc. Many people want to know, which may not always
be easy to quantify, but typically you can determine an
estimated ROI.
Association Executives had better keep ROI at the top
of their priority list when evaluating the goods and
services delivered to a membership of individuals or
employers. While many of the services the Syracuse
Builders Exchange (“SBE”) delivers to the construction
industry, our member employers and their employees
are well known, one not so well-known service is our
advocacy efforts. How does one quantify the value of
“advocacy” into the ROI determination? It is a good
question which I will address.
Advocating on behalf of the construction industry and
our member employers remains a vital service SBE
provides. Although SBE does not have a lobbyist, as
Executive Director I do participate with my construction
industry Association peers across New York in identifying
items of importance to the industry throughout New York
State. The group consists of construction industry
Association executives from western New York,
Rochester, central/northern New York, the Mohawk Valley,
Albany, Hudson Valley, New York City and Long Island.
Collaboration among a small group of Association
Executives has proven beneficial as our strength in
numbers approach has illustrated a unified message to
elected officials and bureaucrats in Albany. I would be
remis to say as a group we have any political power to
overcome opponents which generally donate thousands
of dollars to the same elected officials; however, we do
have the intellect to deliver a thoughtful message that is
not only in the best interest of the construction industry,
but in most cases, taxpayers.

Orders or orders by public health officials which were not
present at the time of bidding but may be imposed during
the project. Those unknown costs would be the burden of
the contractor. SBE opposed such language and I
engaged in discussions with SUCF legal counsel. As a
result, SUCF amended the language to mitigate the
contractor’s liability on all SUCF projects, including the
SUNY Oswego project in question.
Not all advocacy efforts result in favorable outcomes. I
remain frustrated that those of us advocating for Labor
Law 240 reform (Scaffold Law) have failed. The trial
lawyers lobby and the lobbying efforts of organized labor
continue to be too powerful to overcome. In addition,
some legislators in Albany are also attorneys who remain
very reluctant to remove this absolute liability statute.
New York remains the only state that maintains an
absolute liability statute.
Reform advocates simply
request New York remove the absolute liability standard
and replace such with a “comparative negligence
standard”. As long as our elected officials continue to
maintain control in the New York State Assembly and
Senate, Labor Law reform is highly unlikely.
Although New York State Labor Law reform is highly
unlikely, I am working with Congressman Chris Jacobs
(NY-27) in supporting his effort to remove the absolute
liability standard on all federally funded projects in New
York and replace such with the comparative negligence
standard. As you can imagine, unfortunately, he is not
getting the support from his colleagues on the other side
of the aisle.
Quantifying the ROI of advocacy efforts is difficult,
especially in instances as illustrated above. I suspect the
ROI is valued differently and varies from member to
member; however, it remains important the construction
industry and our member employers understand that such
efforts will continue as representing the best interest of
contractors and the industry is outlined in the SBE By-Laws.

Examples of successful advocacy efforts in 2020
include implementation of new Substantial Completion
legislation signed by Governor Andrew Cuomo.
Substantial Completion is now defined by law and will
prevent project owners from withholding retainage for
extended periods of time after a project has been fully
occupied or utilized for its intended purposes.

Advocacy efforts will remain one of the top priorities at
SBE. Dues dollars are not taken for granted but are
appreciated especially during the tail-end of a pandemic,
and challenging economic times. While the pandemic may
be retreating and our return to “normal” just around the
corner, the economic damage done by the pandemic and
our elected officials in Albany will be felt for quite some time.

SBE successfully advocated for changing onerous
provisions in State University Construction Fund (SUCF)
project specifications relating to COVID-19 contractor
liability on job sites. The language essentially stated
contractors would be responsible for any Executive

I welcome and encourage contractors, engineers,
architects, and project owners to contact me with items of
importance. All items will be reviewed and discussed to
determine if such impacts the industry throughout New
York, or just at the local level.

www.syrabex.com
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AN UPDATE ON POST-PANDEMIC EMPLOYMENT LAW
Diana I. Plue, Esq. and Anthony C. Galli, Esq., Sheats & Bailey, PLLC
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Staying
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Times
Michael T. Valenti, Institutional Consultant/Senior Vice President,
Graystone Consulting, Morgan Stanley
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COVID-19, One Year Out
Thomas Doddato, Vice President, Director of Claims,
Lovell Safety Management

recent headline in the Wall Street Journal
proclaimed, “COVID-19 Workers’ Claims
Face a High Bar.” Acknowledging that
there is no comprehensive data on COVID-19 claims,
the author, utilizing some anecdotal stories along with
some scattered data, implies that legitimate claims are
being denied. COVID-19 may be a novel virus, but state
workers’ compensation systems have decades of
experience with contagions in the workplace. By their
nature, infectious disease claims are complicated. It is
not unusual for insurance carriers to deny a claim
pending the determination of the factual circumstances
that gave rise to the claim.
In New York, as anticipated, the Workers’ Compensation
Board (WCB) has readily accepted COVID-19 claims
from health care workers. A recent decision by the WCB
provided guidance for other types of employers. The
Board reversed the establishment of a COVID-19 claim,
but then directed further development of the record. The
decision provided a road map for claimants:
“…the claimant may show that an accident occurred in
the course of employment by demonstrating prevalence.
Prevalence is evidence of significantly elevated hazards
of environmental exposure that are endemic to or in a
workplace which demonstrates that the level of exposure
is extraordinary. A claimant may demonstrate prevalence
through evidence of the nature and extent of work
activities, which must include significant contact with the
public and/or co-workers in an area where COVID-19 is
prevalent. Public-facing workers and workers in highly
prevalent COVID-19 environments are the workers who
can show that the exposure was at such a level of

www.syrabex.com

elevated risk as to constitute an extraordinary event.
Moreover, it is not necessary that the medical opinion of
causally related COVID-19 be 100% certain …. Rather, it
is sufficient for the claimant to provide testimony
regarding the work environment along with a medical
opinion that indicates that because COVID-19 is
prevalent in the community and in the workplace, it is
reasonably probable that it is causally related....”
A carrier does have the opportunity to present contrary
evidence in opposition to the claim.
To date, we have not seen a large number of COVID-19
related claims from our 3,200 contractor and industrial
clients. Fortunately, the anecdotal evidence suggests
that workplace safety protocols were effective in
reducing transmission of COVID-19.
The impact of the pandemic, however, has not been
limited to the small number of COVID-19 related claims.
The health emergency has deleteriously affected the
management and outcomes of many non-COVID-19
claims. Claimants who are partially disabled are required
to demonstrate “labor market attachment.” In other
words, claimants must produce evidence of a genuine
attempt to obtain employment within their physical
limitations as determined by their medical providers. This
requirement greatly inhibits abuse. Due to the disruption
of economic activity caused by the pandemic, the WCB
has suspended this requirement. This suspension is
reasonable, but it does serve to delay claim resolutions,
which result in increased claim costs.
Due to the disruptions in the medical community, needed
treatment, diagnostic tests, and surgeries were delayed.
The WCB necessarily loosened the requirements for
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claimants to periodically provide medical evidence of
their disability. Carriers have also experienced delays in
scheduling independent medical examinations (IME’s)
with qualified consultants. These delays negatively
impact the outcome of the claims. The WCB has issued
an emergency authorization allowing telemedicine visits,
which has somewhat alleviated these problems, but a
virtual visit is not the same as an in-person physical
examination.

Thomas Doddato serves as Director of Claims at Lovell
Safety Management. Mr. Doddato started with Lovell in
1998 as a Claims Manager, charged with implementing
the Early Intervention Program. He was awarded the
Associate in Risk Management (ARM) designation from
the Insurance Institute of America and is a New York
State Licensed Independent Adjustor.

Despite these disruptions and problems, the system,
under the guidance of the WCB, promptly responded to
the emergent crisis and has adapted to the situation.
Through the use of virtual hearings and the
implementation of several procedural adjustments, the
WCB continued to meet the needs of injured workers.
Benefits continued with minimal interruption. Most
disputes were resolved promptly with due consideration
for the rights of all parties.
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yber-attacks and their corresponding
insurance claims are on the rise. We all
spent more time in the virtual space last year
than we ever had before, making it imperative that we
really think about the increased risk that virtual work,
school and living presents.
As our lives rapidly shifted into the digital space last
March, hackers got to work. Cloud breaches, “Zoom
bombing” and misleading links promising coronavirus
cures and statistics costs companies billions in claims
and ransom payments. Virtual schooling and
telecommuting forced cybersecurity professionals to
work in high gear.
You should be thinking about your cybersecurity plan
more than ever, and if you are, make sure you are
including
cybersecurity
measures,
contingency
planning, and risk transfer with a solid cyber insurance
policy.
The worst time to try and establish a
cybersecurity plan, or to put an insurance policy in place
is after the breach has occurred.

Cybersecurity Measures
Make sure you have done all you can to prevent cyber
incidents. Keep your software up to date, use and be
familiar with multi-factor authentication and strong
password protocols, and train your team regularly on
how to spot phishing or malware attacks. Install
reputable NextGen anti-virus software and establish
protocols for remote employees. Keep your data backed
up and test these backups often.
Be sure to consider all possible goals of a cyber
attacker, too. Some want money, others want trade
secrets or patents, and still others could want something
entirely different. Be sure your risk management plan
addresses any possible motive.

team about what you would do if you could no longer
access your network or files. Know how you would reach
your team, your clients and how you would access your
backed up data if necessary.

Risk transfer with a solid cyber
insurance policy
Cyber-attacks can be incredibly costly. After you are
through paying for legal services, tech services, fines &
penalties, ransom, etc., you could be looking at a bill in
the millions. Cyber insurance can cover your
business’ cyber liability, the costs of restoring or
repairing your systems or data and more. Insurance
carriers often impose certain exclusions and sublimits,
though, so be sure to work with a trustworthy broker
who can explain your policies to you in a complete and
understandable way.
In the end, the most important phase of your cyber
response plan is knowing what you will do immediately
after you discover it. Know who you will call first and know
what you will need to ask them. You do not have to face
these incidents alone, and in fact, you should not face
these incidents alone. Have the phone numbers of
people like the police, your lawyer, your insurance broker
and policy number and cyber claim reporting handy.
Make sure you have got a team that will have your back
if the worst were to happen to you.
For more information on Cybersecurity you may reach
out to Dennis Ast, Senior Account Executive Cyber Risk
Specialist at OneGroup.
He can be reached at
DAst@onegroup.com or 716-572-2410.

Contingency Planning
If 2020 taught us anything, it is that we need strong
contingency plans for every circumstance. Talk with your
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